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 Deep currents 

 The collegium and collegial governance 

 The faculty association as bargaining unit 

 Collegium vs bargaining unit: 3 flash points 

 Points of friction in decision-making 

 Accountability: to whom? 

 Conclusion 

 

 



K-16? 

Ubiquity of content 

Rising costs: salaries and benefits 

Aging campuses 

Rising student debt in some countries 



% of operating revenues from tuition 

Research: costs, outcomes, impact 

The teaching year 

PLAR and transfer credit vs. the university 

as academic principality 

Common curricula, especially years 1-2 

The tripartite degree sequence 



“Boards and presidents increasingly want 
to make programmatic changes … very 
quickly” 

Shared governance “now needs to move 
much more quickly than in the past”  

“Faculty typically resist what they view as 
hasty decisions and resist even more the 
involvement of boards and presidents in 
academic matters” 

(Resneck Pierce 14-17) 



What is sometimes missing from 

demands for greater faculty 

involvement? 
• Demonstrated expertise? 

• Experience? 

• Success in competition? 

• Lack of conflict of interest/commitment? 

• Accountability to all stakeholders? 



-- OED online 



 

 Is the university a “loose federation” 

in which most key decisions are 

made in faculties and departments? 

 Clark Kerr: “I have sometimes 

thought of the modern university as a 

series of individual faculty 

entrepreneurs held together by a 

common grievance over parking.” 

 



 

 Collegial governance / control essential to a 

healthy university? 

• Admission and graduation standards 

• Curricular innovation and renewal 

• Academic integrity 

• Student discipline 

• Faculty career progress and evaluation of 

research, scholarship, and creative activity 

 



 

 BUT … 

• Budget? 

• Position allocation? 

• Selection and evaluation of executives? 

• Capital and property? 

• Fundraising? 

• Marketing and recruitment? 

• Government relations? 

 



 “In gaining union status, professors 
forfeit any claim to being a self-
governing profession. They confirm 
their status as employees”  (99). 
 

 “Governments should make it clear 
to public universities with faculty 
unions that they will not tolerate 
encroachment through collective 
bargaining upon governance 
arrangements set out in legislation” 
(109). 



Contradictions and conflicts of interest:  

 
The “financial matters with which boards are primarily 

concerned are addressed in ways free of conflict of 

interest and in the name of the public, as distinct from 

internal university constituencies” (MacKinnon, 93) 



1966 Statement on 

Governance of Colleges 

and Universities (AAUP) 
• Advocates “shared 

governance” in areas of 

planning, communications, 

facilities, budget, and 

presidential search/ 

appointment 













 

Board members as “fiduciaries of the 

whole” 

Budget  

Tuition 

Collective agreement settlements 



The “uneven depth” of the collegium 

Position allocation and minimum 

complements 

Collective agreement settlements 

Closure of programs 



Government and the public  

The board 

The students 

The collegium and the non-academic 

staff 

The local community 

Alumni, future students 



  What we (and the collegium) must 
demand: 
• Knowledge and experience 

• Respect for administrative and professorial 
excellence 

• Commitment to the institution as a whole 

• Avoidance of conflict of interest 

• Adherence to governance frameworks and 
legislation 

• Full accountability to all stakeholders 
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